INTRODUCING

THE TORO REELMASTER 11 BLADE GANG MOWER: THE MOWER WITH THE MOST BLADES. MOST CUTTING FORCE. MOST PRECISE DESIGN. FOR THE MOST SUPERB CUT OF ALL.

REELMASTER 11 BLADE
PERFECT FOR SUPER FORMAL CUTTING on golf courses and elsewhere, this mower has eleven blades, more than any other, to give you the lowest cut (3/8" to 1-1/2") with the least visible clip (as low as .58"). And the 7" diameter of the reel helps deliver more power at the cutting point to ensure smooth cutting with no wheel slippage. With single knob bedknife to reel adjustment, the operator can adjust the mower with precision (by one one-thousandth inch increments) in the field. And for fine tuning, the Reelmaster 11 blade’s height of cut can be adjusted by .040" increments. The gear drive incorporates the already proven Spartan gear drive design. It's simple and sturdy, with few moving parts and just two major points of contact, for less downtime, fewer repairs and parts replacements. And Toro uses seven 7 gauge steel spiders, more than any other, to support the blades. Mounts on the Parkmaster, and Reelmaster Transport and Universal Frames.

ROLLER SCRAPER KIT. To reduce buildup of grass on roller, in order to prevent change of height while cutting.

WHEELS. Your choice of 16" steel, 16" pneumatic or 16" semi-pneumatic.

GRASS DISPERSION SHIELD KIT. Dispersion shields to direct clippings. Individual settings give ability to direct clippings discharge for desired finished look.

MINNESOTA TORO, INC.
14900 Twenty First Avenue North Minneapolis, Minnesota 55441
Phone (612) 475-2200
Our 1982 golf season has nearly come to an end and we now must protect our turf for the winter months ahead. There are numerous chemicals on the market and using a combination of two or three of these chemicals shows the most promise. Some people also topdress greens late with a heavy layer of sand or soil. Others use excelsior mats. Each of these practices shows benefits under certain conditions but are not necessarily the answer for everyone. Grass types, soils, drainage, exposure to the winter winds all play an important part in what is necessary to protect our courses and each of us must know our particular situation and handle it accordingly.

I wish to thank the officials at Minnesota Valley Club for the complimentary cocktails and golf carts at the October meeting.

Dale Caldwell and Irwin Fuller, Jr., our Education Co-Chairmen, have put together an excellent program for the 1982 Annual Conference to be held December 1-3 at the Sheraton Inn Northwest. The Wednesday afternoon session will qualify us for recertification of our pesticide license or help train those of us not now licensed for taking the test if we so desire.

The annual conference is our yearly educational highlight and everyone should attend if at all possible. It has just been announced that small quantities of gypsy moths from the northeast section of this country have begun to appear in Minnesota. They are responsible for denuding tens of thousands of trees of their leaves during the summer months. They are believed to have been transported on the outdoor furniture of people moving here from the northeastern part of the United States. It would behoove us all to look into this matter, get educated and do what is necessary to stop this potential problem before it gets a foothold.
IN DEFENSE OF THE STIMPMETER

by DONALD D. HOOS
Director, Western Region, USGA Green Section

T O AN ARCHEOLOGIST in the 25th century, this extruded aluminum bar, 36 inches long, with a V-shaped groove extending along its entire length, may well be a puzzle. But to us, it's a Stimpmeter! We use it to measure the speed of greens. It has a precisely milled ball-release notch 30 inches from the tapered end (the end that rests on the ground). It is simple enough. However, this simple device has been embroiled in controversy ever since it became available to golf course superintendents in 1978. Why the controversy?

Some opponents feel too much emphasis is being placed on green speed. As an example, one can point to the greatly publicized rebuilding of greens at the Augusta National Golf Club, in Augusta, Georgia. The objective of the rebuilding was to regain speed and uniformity that had diminished with the passage of time. The publicized average speed of greens at this year's Masters Tournament ranged from 11.32 feet to 11.61 feet, with an average of 11.48 feet. Fast by anyone's standards.

Prior to manufacture and release of the Stimpmeter to member clubs, it was thoroughly tested by the Green Section staff and Frank Thomas, Technical Director of the USGA. Putting green speeds throughout the United States were measured under all kinds of conditions. Measurements were made at championship sites as well. From all these measurements, general ranges for putting green speed were determined and published as part of the instruction manual with each Stimpmeter.

Unfortunately, most club members never see the Stimpmeter Instruction Manual. What they know about putting green speed is what they learn during telecasts of the U.S. Open and Masters Tournament. Speeds at these events generally are in excess of 10 feet. Also, not pointed out during television coverage is that the course hosting such events has worked very carefully over a period of several years to have the golf course in the very best condition. These are courses with higher than average maintenance budgets peaking their greens at incredibly fast speeds for a one-week period.

But it should be pointed out that quality of putting greens is not measured by speed alone. Perhaps as important as speed is consistency from green to green. The Stimpmeter is a tool that can gauge consistency, just as a height of cut bar gauges mowing height. Smoothness and lack of grain are important factors in putting quality and are just as important on fast greens as on medium-fast greens. The speed at which greens are to be maintained should be a membership decision. If the membership wants fast greens, then they must be willing to provide budgetary support to reach this goal.

TO ACHIEVE fast greens on a daily basis requires more maintenance. Fast greens must be mowed more frequently. They must be verticut more frequently. They must be topdressed more frequently. Fertilization must be on a light and frequent basis. Watering must be done more carefully. Lower mowing heights needed to achieve fast greens also place the turfgrass plant under more stress. A reduced rooting depth can be expected under lower mowing heights. The shorter roots require more frequent irrigation and syringing during the summer to sustain the turfgrass plant. Shorter roots also reduce the grass plant's ability to recover from insect and disease attack. An increase in insecticide and fungicide use may be needed.

To achieve putting green speeds above 8 1/2" generally requires mowing heights below 3/16 inch. Mowing at these low heights requires additional time by the mechanic adjusting and setting the putting green mowers. Additional grinding and backlapping of bedknives and reels will be needed. Again, pressure is placed on the maintenance budget because of these practices.

Weather conditions also influence putting green speed. Through the year as day length and temperatures change, variations in growth rate occur. If the growth rate is slow, daily mowing and other practices produce faster speeds than if the grass is growing vigorously. In areas of the country subject to high summer temperatures, growth of cool-season grasses almost ceases. Bent-grasses become partially dormant. Maintenance practices that produce fast putting green speeds can be especially dangerous under these conditions. The plant's ability to recover from stress is especially reduced; one mistake could result in turfgrass loss that could require the rest of the season to recover. It is of little value to have fast greens on July 4 if there are no greens in August.

Comparisons between putting green speeds from one club to another are inevitable. Comparing the speed between greens at neighboring clubs
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Turf Supply Company

The most modern and complete line of Turf Products for Complete Turf Management.

50 Lb. Net Weight

LEBANON

Country Club FERTILIZER

"GOLD CUP QUALITY"

FERTILIZER

- EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS
- EARLY DELIVERY DISCOUNTS
- QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

7% + 3% + 19%
TOTAL DISCOUNTS

TURF SUPPLY COMPANY

2970 Dodd Road
St. Paul, MN 55121
(612) 454-3106
55th Annual Turf Conference & Business Meeting
December 1, 2 & 3, 1982

Sheraton Inn-Northwest
SHERATON HOTELS & MOTOR INNS WORLDWIDE
INTERSTATE 94 & U.S. 52, BROOKLYN PARK, MINN. 55428

CONFERENCE SCHEDULE

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1982

10:30 A.M. REGISTRATION (This will be an informative and educational session which will qualify superintendents for pesticide recertification. However, it is not necessary for you to be a licensed applicator in order to attend.

10:30 A.M. James A. Wyllie, Pres. GCSAA
11:15 A.M. Stan Zontek, USGA Green Section
12:00 NOON Lunch
1:00 P.M. Dr. Joe Vargas, Jr., Mich. State Univ.
2:00 P.M. Bull Session-Local Distributors
6:30 P.M. Cocktails
7:30 P.M. Dinner
9:00 P.M. Riverboat Ramblers Show

1:00 P.M. Welcome
1:15 P.M. Wayne Daily-Pesticide Laws
1:45 P.M. Curt Klint-Weeds
2:15 P.M. Bob Mugaas-Insects
2:45 P.M. Break
3:00 P.M. Dr. Ward Stienstra-Diseases
3:30 P.M. Howard Krosch-Aquatics
4:00 P.M. MGCSA Business Meeting

Election of Officers

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1982

7:30 A.M. Registration
7:30 A.M. Prayer Breakfast-Continental
9:00 A.M. Larry Vetter, Northrup King,
9:30 A.M. Brad Peterson, Univ. of Minn.
10:15 A.M. Break

10:30 A.M. Industrial Relations Committee Meeting
11:15 A.M. Dr. Ward Stienstra, Univ. of Minn.
12:00 NOON Lunch
1:00 P.M. Dr. Don White, Univ. of Minn.
1:45 P.M. To Be Announced
2:00 P.M. Superintendents' Panel
3:00 P.M. Adjourn

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1982

7:30 A.M. Industrial Relations Committee Meeting
8:00 A.M. Registration
9:00 A.M. Dr. Ward Stienstra, Univ. of Minn.
9:45 A.M. Dr. Joe Vargas, Jr., Mich. State Univ.
10:30 A.M. Break
10:45 A.M. Dr. Don White, Univ. of Minn.
11:30 A.M. To Be Announced
12:00 NOON Lunch
1:00 P.M. Dr. Don Taylor, Univ. of Wisc.
1:45 P.M. Superintendents' Panel

PRAYER BREAKFAST FEATURE SPEAKER WES HAMILTON - MINNESOTA VIKINGS

CONFERENCE BANQUET FEATURE ENTERTAINERS

INTRODUCING THE RIVERBOAT RAMBLERS

FROM MINNEAPOLIS - A GROUP OF YOUNG VERSATILE MUSICIANS WHO PLAY BANJO DIXIELAND MUSIC AND JUST ABOUT ANY TYPE YOU CAN MENTION. THEY HAVE PLAYED AT DIAMOND JIM'S IN MENDOTA, PIERRE'S AT THE HOLIDAY INN, MINNEAPOLIS, SAN FRANCISCO, KANSAS CITY, DENVER AND THE STATE FAIR. THEY PLAY NIGHTCLUBS, SHOWS AND DANCES ALL AROUND THE MIDWEST.
Sheraton Inn-Northwest

Interstate 94 & U. S. 52
12 Meeting and Banquet Rooms
Guest Self-Service Laundry
Children under 18 Free in Parent’s Room
Free Parking

RESERVATIONS WILL BE HELD UNTIL 6:00 P.M. UNLESS GUARANTEED

I may not arrive before 6:00 P.M. I wish to guarantee payment for my room(s). You may bill me at the address shown. I understand you will hold my reservation for late arrival. I may cancel this guaranteed reservation at any time prior to 6:00 P.M. of the day of my arrival.

(Guest Signature)

Reservations should be received 3 weeks in advance of function date.

CORRECTED ROOM RATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SINGLE</td>
<td>$43.00</td>
<td>$57.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOUBLE</td>
<td>$51.00</td>
<td>$65.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUITES</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
<td>$220.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$6.00 each additional person in the room

(Please Print)

NAME __________________________
ADDRESS _________________________
CITY ___________ STATE _______ ZIP ______
PHONE AC(______) ___________________
REPRESENTING _______________________
DATE OF ARRIVAL ___________ TIME ______
NO OF NIGHTS ___________ NO OF ROOMS ___________
TYPE ___________ RATE ___________
NO OF GUESTS __________________
Adults ___________ Children ___________
SPECIAL REQUESTS MGCSA TURF CONFERENCE PARTICIPANT

Keep this card handy. It could save you time and money.

Scotts ProTurf
Senior Technical Representative
8364 Kentucky Avenue North
Brooklyn Park, Minnesota 55445
Telephone: 612/425-1028

Mike Redmond
has been going on since golf has been played in this country, and it will continue, with or without the Stimp- meter. However, rather than compare putting green speeds, perhaps the comparison should be in dollars budgeted for putting greens, water, pesticides, and labor. Perhaps a mathematician could develop a formula to compare putting green speed and budget and also add in the weather for good measure. It is the grand total of innumerable agronomic practices that equals good putting qualities. Don’t be blinded by speed alone.

THE STIMPMETER is a tool, plain and simple. It was invented in the 1930s by Edward S. Stimpson and refined by the USGA Green Section to give the golf course superintendent a way to measure the consistency in putting greens on his course. By using the tool on a regular basis, great inequities in putting green speeds over the course can be detected. If great disparity exists, then maintenance practices can be adjusted to even out the variations.

Many superintendents have found the Stimpmeter to be a valuable tool and have made it work for them to make their courses even better. If you are one of those who consider the Stimpmeter an enemy, I would challenge you to know your enemy. Learn about the Stimpmeter. Educate your membership about its uses and how it works. Make it a tool you can use. Al Radko, former National Director of the Green Section, has suggested the following four-step program for use of the Stimpmeter:

Step 1. Following the steps recommended in the Stimpmeter Instruction Booklet, measure all greens thoroughly and record the average speed of each green. By thorough measurement it is meant that all areas of each putting green be averaged and recorded to determine the overall average of every green, including the practice green. At minimum, three separate areas of each green should be tested and averaged, except where contours or slopes limit the number of measurements per green.

Step 2. If the average speed of any green varies widely from the average speed desired, determine the cause and correct this deficiency to bring the reading up to the desired average speed. This may be done by additional mowing at first and if this does not correct the deficiency, by altering other management practices on deficient greens.

Step 3. Once the average speed is attained and the average speeds are consistent (within plus or minus 6 inches among all greens), then it will be necessary to test three or four greens daily to assure that the greens remain consistent throughout. The number tested daily will depend on the number of mowers used — i.e., if three different mowers are used, then it will be necessary to test one green mowed by each, etc. If triplex mowers are used, then four greens at minimum should be tested daily (two on the front side and two on the back side).

Step 4. Once every month, re-test all greens to determine whether the average speed continues to be uniformly consistent.

Variations in speed can do more to negate a player’s skill than perhaps any other factor on the golf course. Consistency is the key word — not speed. Putting greens kept at speeds over 8″ as a daily average will need extra labor and manpower because of additional maintenance practices required. Under extreme weather conditions, there is also a much greater potential for turfgrass damage when putting green speeds are maintained above the fast range for regular membership play. As with any other tool, I would urge you to use the Stimpmeter to your professional advantage.

World’s Longest Golf Hole? . . .

Two top Australian golfers, Billy Dunk and Ted Ball, will tee off next April on a one-hole golf match—the hole is 1,597,550 yards long and par has been set at 7,173. They’ll start at the Ceduna Golf Club in South Australia and hope to hole out at the Kalgoorlie Golf Club’s 18th green in Western Australia three or four weeks later. They’ll play across Australia’s harshest terrain on the Nullarbor Plain and down the Eyre Highway, always being careful not to hook into the shark-infested waters of the Great Australian Bight. The two pros will be riding special three-wheel motorcycles. Accompanying them will be a mechanic, a doctor, an army logistics expert, Ball’s wife, Margaret, and a Guinness Book of World Records official. The whole thing is an attempt to set a record that will go into the Guinness Book of World Records as the world’s longest golf hole.

The Hartford Courant
Welcome New Members


Back Row, left, Peter Mounts, Kevin Clumis. Front Row, left, Doug Veillette and Jim Linn.

NOMINATING COMMITTEE REPORT
DENNIS HENDRICKSON, CHAIRMAN

The Nominating Committee is pleased to propose the following slate for election in the Minnesota Golf Course Superintendents' Association.

PRESIDENT.......JOHN NYLUND
VICE-PRESIDENT...STEVE YOUNG
DON LINDBLAD

SECRETARY....DALE CALDWELL
IRWIN FULLER, JR.

DIRECTOR.....LEIF ERIKSON
SCOTT HOFFMAN

DICK ULRICK
DENNIS HENDRICKSON
CHAIRMAN

We're seen in all the right places.

E-Z-GO
TEXTRON
E-Z-GO UPPER MIDWEST
3570 KILKENNY LANE
HAMEL, MN 55340
(612) 478-9880
The Art Of Yesterday - The Science Of Today

by William H. Bengeyfield
National Director, USGA Green Section

It is one of the fascinating paradoxes of our profession. Turfgrass management - for golf - is indeed both an art and a science. It was always meant to be so.

The keeper-of-the-green profession has a heritage going back 400, perhaps 500 years. How much it has changed! Science has changed it. And yet, paradoxically, how little it has changed. It is still basically an art form. The thoughts that follow are mostly concerned with science, but my real message is about art.

Science and the Earthworm

Back in the 1930's, Dr. John Montieth, then Director of the Green Section, recalled golfers of that day continually complained about earthworm casts on the surface of greens. Invariably, they told him, the casts would deflect their putts away from the hole. Now, from a scientific and statistical point of view, he felt surely a ball would occasionally be deflected into the hole. Over the years, he never recalled hearing one complaint about this occurrence!

Science has long ago solved the earthworm problem - and many more. Weed control, disease devastation, better machinery, better fertilizers - we are all better off because of turfgrass science.

Science and the Stimpmeter

"Science" has even developed a little stick we now roll a ball down to test the speed of the green. The Stimpmeter is designed to establish speed criteria - not to make every green lightning fast, virtually impossible to putt of to maintain a healthy turf. Man did that! Those who condemn the Stimpmeter overlook the fact that there is an art in using it. The speed of any particular set of greens must surely be at that level best suited for the membership and the conditions that prevail.

Science and Soils

Science has given us specifications for putting green construction. The Green Section Specifications, written in the early 1960's, are officially entitled, "A Method of Putting Green Construction." No one in a responsible position with the Green Section ever said or claimed they would produce the perfect foolproof green. Someone else said that. But science produced the data. It is up to us to execute, to use the data, to make it work. An artist does that.

Science and Research

Now a new era of research, to be sponsored by the USGA Green Section, lies just ahead. Conceived by Al Radko, a long-range, multi-million-dollar research project on minimal maintenance turfgrasses will soon be underway. The objective is to develop turfgrasses that will have greater winter hardiness, wear resistance, drought and temperature tolerance, disease and insect resistance, salt tolerance, require lower fertility levels, and still produce superior playing qualities. Grass plant selections in Asia and South Africa are now underway by U.S. scientists, sponsored by the Green Section. Once the work is complete, an intensive plant breeding program will begin. Genetic selections will be made by advanced computer analysis that cuts years off of previous plant breeding techniques. The full study will take at least 10 years. It will require an estimated outlay of $5 million. It is an exciting undertaking, the largest of its kind in history! It will need your help and your support.

Science and Computers

Computers have been mentioned and they are indeed a new "science". They are going to affect our professional and private lives immeasurably in the immediate future. Dr. V.B. Youngner, University of California, Riverside, recently said, "Computers are an unbelievably fast and unbelievably accurate machine. They are also incredibly dumb. Man, on the other hand, is an extremely slow and inaccurate machine. However, he is brilliant! Bring these three forces together, i.e., speed, accuracy, and brilliance, and there is no limit to what may be accomplished."

Notice, if you will, it is man's brilliance, his art that makes the difference. He makes the computer work. And so it is in turfgrass management, in cooking, in driving an automobile, in just about any pursuit in life. You can have all the science in the world, but if you don't have that certain ability, that perception, that art, to bring it all together in the right manner:

If you don't have that "touch,"
You don't have very much!

Science and Irrigation

Science has also given us improved methods of irrigation. Now here is a topic we can all relate to as a science and an art. Who among us will disagree that automatic irrigation is not AUTOMATIC? Any type of irrigation is, at best, an inexact science. There are so many variables: wind, cloud cover, temperature, soil types, humidity, cutting height, type of grass, shade factors, etc. The more variables one must deal with, the greater the "art" becomes. Good irrigation is indeed an art.
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LEAF CLEANUP’S A CINCH!

GOULD’S and JACOSEN HAVE THE ANSWERS!

MODEL 154
SELF PROPELLED
SWEEPER

Handles the big jobs with ease. Sweeps wet or dry. Patented rubber fingers provide positive removal of grass clippings, leaves, thatch, twigs, rocks, cans, bottles, paper, pine straw and other debris.

Covers a big five foot swath and has a capacity to hold a full five cubic yards of material in the hopper.

Unit is towed by a tractor with a standard 3-point hitch, and is operated from tractor power takeoff. Operator dumps hopper from tractor seat simply by activating the three point hitch.

MODEL 720
PULL BEHIND
SWEEPER

MODEL 40 BLOWER

The only truly heavy-duty blower now available, the Model 40’s powerful 250 m.p.h. blast easily blows leaves, light snow, grass clippings and trash into windrows—saves up to 70% on sweeping time. An excellent means of clearing dew in minutes from work or play areas for early morning mowing or recreation.

The Jacobsen Model 40 Blower has proven itself by years of use on golf courses, cemeteries, schools, parks and airports. Its heavy-duty design with 3-point hitch, chain driven 36” impeller powered from P.T.O. and all-steel welded frame provides efficient one-man operation.

PICK THE EXACT UNIT YOU NEED